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we have been busy preparing the release of the rfactor 2 upgrade for the windows version. there is a lot to be done, as the upgrade will require some work to be done on the pc version and a rebase of the simulation. as we write this post we are releasing the upgrade version for the windows simulator, but we are still in the process of doing some final testing on the new version and we will let
you know more as soon as possible. in the next month we will continue to publish the development roadmap, as well as release a new rc for the windows version, and new items in the rfactor 2 store. stay tuned for more development updates on the rfactor 2 development roadmap, as well as our bmw m4 dtm competition in the works! last, but certainly not least, we will be happy to announce
that with the recent release of the first of the two upcoming rfactor 2 expansions, we will be revealing a new addition to the long list of rfactor 2 content available within the steam workshop at the moment. with a release date yet to be confirmed, we expect this to be revealed to our community over the coming weeks, but expect a release sometime in the summer. the community team is still
working out the finer details of the content and what it will contain, but we will make sure to pass these details along to you as soon as they become available. that brings us to the end of this month. we hope youve enjoyed this month of april in rfactor 2, and look forward to the future where both the community team and studio 397 will work together to drive the development and release of

new content and features in this new and exciting future for rfactor 2. its looking very promising indeed, with all of us working together to provide the best possible racing experience that you can expect to see from rfactor 2 in the years to come.
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another aspect of rfactor 2 we wanted to improve upon this month is how the ui handles multiplayer server lists. weve heard loud and clear from our community the desire to
irradiate ui blocking when waiting for favourite servers to load or even when reviewing the full servers list. at the point of launch for the new ui, this was a feature hard coded into
the system, which presented a significant amount of work to remove in such a way as to retain stability in the way servers are displayed. that said, we have begun to invest the
time and resource into both removing the requirement to wait for favourite servers to load, whilst also adding the possibility to load server lists (internet, lan, favourites, friends)

asynchronously. what this means in reality is, players no longer have the waiting message load up and block the ui on the race tab, and should you click on the multiplayer tab the
servers list will load servers in such a way that you can see the list populating, and engage with the list even before it has fully loaded introducing a much reduced wait time when

looking to take rfactor 2 online. each month in these development roadmap posts we attempt to share a little insight into some activities and developments we are working on
behind the scenes with rfactor 2. due to the level of complexity of game development, and the many varied states of either bug fixing or feature improvements we are working on
at any given time, with the software, sometimes the amount of information we feel able to share with the wider public can vary in its detail. this can be for a number of reasons,
some related to our confidence on getting round to starting / finishing any given piece of project work, through to certain aspects of development having a longer lead time than
others, often meaning that key areas of improvement can roll over into consecutive months, especially if some of the necessary background work that needs to be undertaken is

often behind the scenes, and doesnt produce something that will affect the game play experience of the public in general. 5ec8ef588b
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